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Abstract 

 
Modern humans like freedom, both in thought and movement. Modern humans are also often 
connected to internet. But those connections aren’t as free as the humans themselves. Wireless 
makes it easier to obtain this freedom. But in traditionally wireless networks you are only able 
to move inside the radio coverage of the access points. I will make an analogy and liken this 
to an animal at a zoo. The animal has its cage and will not be able to move outside its borders. 
To widen the habitat the cage doors needs to open and a key is required. The key is mobile IP 
but the key has its limitation. To move between networks, using mobile IP, it must close the 
connection before it can open a new. Just as if the animal had to unlock and lock the door at 
every passage.  
Good enough?  
Might be!  
But the modern human like no borders or at least doesn’t want to note them, the handovers 
between networks should be seamless. Multi Homed Mobile IP is a solution. It allows you to 
have several connections at the same time but you are only using one for traffic. This gives a 
possibility to change connections for the traffic without the overhead. It will be, in a way, just 
like if the animal was both inside and outside the cage in the same time. Thus the door is open 
it can freely move and its habitat been larger. 
Now let’s continue the cage analogy but in a different way. We have the animal we have the 
cage and the cage has several openings where the animal keeper brings the food. We have 
also got one food supply from where the food is brought and several roads from that supply to 
the different openings.  
In our analogy the food is our network traffic, the cage openings are mobile IP Foreign 
Agents through which the traffic are maintained. The food supply is the mobile IP Home 
Agent with whom the mobile IP Mobile Host are registered and via all traffic goes and the 
roads are the networks between the Home Agent and the Foreign Agents. The fact we’ve got 
several cage openings is what makes this Multi Homed Mobile IP. 
The animal wants his food as fast as possible and has to decide which opening should be used. 
But the only thing he can see is how big these openings are. This is just the way WLAN does 
it uses Signal to Noise Ratio which only give the signal strength and nothing else. Thus our 
animal doesn’t know anything about how crowded the openings are or the condition on the 
roads from the supply. Even if he chooses the biggest hole he can’t be sure to get any food at 
all. He needs something else that can tell him about the best route to choose for his food. 
The same are for Multi Homed Mobile IP, new metrics are needed. 
Christer Åhlund has in his Doctoral Thesis “Extended Mobile IP and support for Global 
Connectivity in Hybrid Networks” proposed a Running Variance Metric and a Relative 
Network Load as performance metrics. He has also done simulations which show how these 
metrics perform. 
This Bachelor’s Thesis evaluates these metrics in a real environment and compares the results 
against the simulated ones. 
The result is that the metrics will serve fine in handover decisions. I’ve also made proposals to 
changes in the Running Variance Metric algorithm. These changes are to improve the 
performance.  
The results has also been used in Robert Brännströms Doctoral Thesis Mobility Management 
in Heterogeneous Access Networks 
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1. Introduction 

”There’s a great future in plastics”.  These words of advice were given to the central figure 
Ben from Mr. McGuire in the film The Graduate from 1967. Not many at that time knew how 
right he was. Have these words any correlation to this work? Not really, but I would like to 
travesty these words by saying. There’s a great future in wireless.  Looking in the rear-view 
mirror, we can notice that many of the technology innovations taking place in the past 
(telegraphy, television, telephony) used wired communication medium at the beginning. First 
when they started using wireless technology it become widely spread both geographically and 
among ordinary people. 
Internet access is increasing today, especially in the industrial world. Wireless communication 
is more and more becoming an element for connectivity to the wired Internet. So it isn’t 
unfounded to believe internet to be widely spread as well when it becomes wireless in greater 
extent. 
 

1.1. WLAN 

The WLAN [1] exists in two different modes, infrastructure and ad-hoc mode. Traditionally 
WLAN infrastructure mode consist of one or more access points where devices accedes one 
access point at the time and if it moves around it might accede another one. To decide which 
access point to accede WLAN uses SNR. SNR is a term for the power ratio between a signal 
and the background noise. These handovers happen in the link layer of the IP stack. Thus we 
have a mobile network in that sense that mobile devices can move freely inside it.
  

1.2. MIP 

To be able to move seamless between networks demands other solutions, MIP [2] is one of 
those. MIP needs a HA to be registered on, one or more FA to send the traffic and the 
registrations through, and of course the moving devices MN. 
 All traffic runs through the FA and via the HA. The MN must constantly be reregistered on 
HA and for this reason the FA sends out AA regularly. Thus this makes it possible to move 
between networks and still be connected to your own home network via HA. The drawback 
compared to link layer handovers is that it isn’t as smooth in its performance. It will always 
be a time slot when you are disconnected. This depend on the demand for a registration 
operation against the HA, and the fact that a connection to a new FA happens first when the 
old connection is broken. Consequently it can be a relatively long time with lot of lost data 
packets close to the handover.  
 

1.3. M-MIP 

A proposal to make the handovers seamless is the Multi Homed Mobile IP M-MIP [3]. It 
extends MIP with the possibility to be registered, on the HA, through several FA at the time. 
Herby M-MIP makes it possible to move between FAs without new registrations at the HA, 
furthermore the possibility appears to evaluate the different connections and choose the best 
for the time being. The big question is: How will I know which one to choose. So far the only 
available metric to user has been the SNR. SNR has its drawbacks, it only indicates the 
quality of the signal and nothing about the load on the connection or if the bandwidth is low. 
Solution to these drawbacks is proposals for two new Metrics, RVM [4] and RNL [3].  
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1.3.1. RVM 

RVM make use of the variance in arrival times of AAs to evaluate the degree of FAs load. 
(Formula 2) 
Where 
 Vn is the variance of the arrived advertisement. 

nX  is the weighted mean value of the time between arrivals of AAs. 
tn is the arrival time of the last AA. 
h is used to select a history window. 
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RVM Simulations [4] show increasing values with increasing load on the FA. Figure 1. 
This makes it probably that RVM is a useful metric for evaluating the load of the FA. 
  

 
Figure 1  RVM simulations. 
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1.3.2. RNL 

Since RVM responds more to the load on the FA then to the situation on the link between FA 
and HA, it’s necessary to find a way to evaluate even this link. To get the comprehensive 
picture the RTT and RVM is simply added together. (Formula 4) 
 

RVMRTTRNL +=  
Formula 4 

  

 

1.4. Aim 

This Bachelors thesis will evaluate RVM, RTT, RNL in a real environment. The result will be 
compared to the simulated results to determine its probability. The RVM will be studied in 
detail to determine the structure of the graph. The overall aim is to determine if RNL is useful 
metric for handover decisions.    
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2. Method 

2.1.1. Software 

The setup for the measurement contained one HA, one FA and one up to four MN. On these 
the prototype m-mip [5] where running.  
To generate the load, from the load generating MNs, they run the traffic generator 
udpclient60. Appendix A  
 

2.1.2. Setup 

Originally it was meant that the measurements should correspond to the simulation in respect 
of the placement of the nodes, packet size and bit rate. Thus should the measuring MN be 
inside the radio coverage from FA but outside the radio coverage from the other MNs. The 
load generating MNs were to be inside FAs radio coverage.  To find these spots a map over 
the coverage area was created. The problem was that the coverage borders moved around a bit 
over time. There where also islands whiteout coverage inside coverage areas and vice versa. It 
became a rather complex map from which spots for the MNs were discovered.  
All network cards were set to maximum bit rate, in this case 11Mbps.  
 

2.1.3. High SNR problem. 

 
This setup and these settings work fine if there’s only a little wireless traffic from the load 
generating MNs. When the measurements was running, the measuring node lost contact to FA 
several and long times. This made the results impossible to interpret. A new coverage control 
was made, this time with traffic on the load generating MNs and it appeared complete new 
areas of radio coverage. The area, within were the measuring MN could link to FA, decreased 
as the traffic increased. The conclusion drawn was that the noise from the traffic was too big 
in comparison to signal strength. Thus SNR was too low. This problem wasn’t possible to 
master with the originally test topology.  
 

2.1.4. Solution to High SNR problem. 

So the topology was changed and the demand on having the measuring MN outside radio 
coverage from load generating MN was dropped. Thus the new test topology Figure 2 implies 
that all MN should be inside the others coverage area including the FAs. This change will not 
affect the results in any crucial way, especially when it only influences the SNR to a lower 
level. 
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Figure 2  Test topology. 

 

2.1.5. Bit rate problem 

 
 A problem discovered was that wireless network card changed their bit rate during tests. 
When traffic load was high they decreased there bit rate. This made it hard to interpret the 
results especially since there was no indication if and when this had happened. Thus the 
network cards couldn’t handle bit rates according to test specifications. 
 

2.1.6. Solution bit rate problem 

 
To avoid automatic reduction of the bit rates the simplest solution was used. It implies a 
change in the specification and a manually reduction of the bit rate to the lowest possible. 
Thus the network cards were set to 1 Mbps and the specification were changed as well. 
This change made it impossible to compare the results with the simulation figure by figure. 
But the tendency is still comparable.  
To gain control over the bit rate changes I used the script gtime Appendix B which logged bit 
rates and time stamps continuously. This made it easy to see If and when something went 
wrong. It also made it possible to use parts of the measurements in case of failure.  
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2.2. Specifications 

Measurements are done using the following specifications. 
The traffic generating MN’s generates traffic with four different loads, 0.0Mbps, 0.1Mbps, 
0.2Mbps and 0.3Mbps. The load should be the same for all three. These loads are used with 
two different packet sizes, 576bytes and 1500bytes. 
 

2.3. Measurements 

To minimize the interference from traffic, not associated to the tests, you need a wired 
network that has a traffic load whit low significance compared to the loads in the test. This 
network should be used for the connection between FA an HA. Preferable is an isolated 
private network with no other traffic. This is because we only want the generated loads to 
affect the RTT.  
For the traffic generation the program pnutudpclient Appendix C was used. The lapses for the 
measurements are configurable. I used a total time of about 2700 seconds per measurement. 
This gives the same amount of measured values divided out so 3/6 are from load 0Mbps and 
1/6 are from each other loads. This generates three different log files who processes by 
different scripts Appendix D and finally pastes in to an excel sheet. 
Note that after every measurement with traffic load comes a measurement without traffic 
load. This makes the first values of no load measuring contaminated with to high values. Thus 
these values have been manually removed. 
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3. Results 

The first results were very odd because RVM could reach extremely high values that took a 
long time before they decreased to reasonable levels. An examination of the m-mip code gave 
a part of an explanation. If MN doesn’t get AA in 4 seconds the connection should be 
considered as broken but m-mip took 37 seconds before it made that decision. This where the 
source to some of the extreme values and was therefore changed.  
The results still suffered from high values and slow recovery. The source was to be found in 
the RVM formula. First of all when there’s a loss of one AA it gives very high values 
compared to RVM without lost AA. Second the historical window were to large which brings 
on the slow recovery. My solution is an introduction of RVM2. 4.2.1   
 

3.1. RTT 

Figure 3 shows the mean value for the RTT with different bit rates and number of nodes.  As 
seen the RTT is close to linear and proportional to the number of nodes. Notice RTT doesn’t 
differ much at low bit rates. The graph for 0.0Mbps looks peculiar with a high value at 2 
nodes. At these very low RTT values, a single peak will influence the mean value in large 
degree. A closer look at the RTT values gives by hand that it’s the case even this time. Figure 
4 
The explanation to the peak is probably extraneous traffic since these measurements are made 
on a public network.  
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Figure 3   RTT at packet size 1500 
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Figure 4  RTT with 2 nodes 

 

3.2. RVM 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the mean value for the RVM at different bit rates, number of 
nodes and for packet size 576 and 1500 bytes. These results can be compared to the simulated 
results. Figure 1  
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Figure 5    RVM at packet size 576 
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load 1500
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Figure 6   RVM at packet size 1500 

3.3. RNL 

 
Mean RVM and mean RTT added to get the mean RNL. Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 
10  
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Figure 7  Mean values of RVM and RTT at 0.0 Mbps 
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Figure 8  Mean values of RVM and RTT at 0.1Mbps 
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Figure 9  Mean values of RVM and RTT at 0.2 Mbps 
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Figure 10  Mean values of RVM and RTT at 0.3 Mbps 

 

3.4. Lost advertisement 

Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 shows the RTT and RVM over a period of time with 
different loads. RTT shows a rather plan graph except from a few peaks but RVM have a 
irregular graph with a lot of peaks. A lookup in the MNs log file, from the test, revealed that 
those RVM peaks depend on lost AAs.  
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Figure 11  RTT and RVM over a period 
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Figure 12  RTT and RVM over a period 
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Figure 13  RTT and RVM over a period 
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4. Discussion 

4.1. RTT 

Why bother about RVM? Isn’t RTT enough? This comment has been given me and my 
answer is! Yes, but only if reality looks like my test topology. Keep in mind that my topology 
uses only one FA which brings only one network between FA and HA. RTT supposes to 
reflect the load between FA and HA. Furthermore most of the load on this network rises from 
the test traffic. Thus my result doesn’t indicate that RTT should be enough. To make such 
conclusions a different setup must be used. 
 

4.2. RVM changes 

 

4.2.1. RVM2 

At the start the results suffered from high values and slow recovery. In order to get readable 
results changes had to be made to the RVM algorithm. The following ones were made in m-
mip. First, a maximum value was chosen to dispose of the worst values. The value of four 
seemed reasonable and was therefore chosen. Second, if RVM has been decreasing constantly 
during a certain time, then reduce it radically. To decide the new reduced value of RVM, a 
second metric, RVM2, was introduced. RVM2 is calculated in parallel to RVM with the same 
formula as RVM Formula 2. RVM2 is reset when RVM is rising. Four seconds was chosen to 
be the time RVM should decrease before it sets to RVM2. Figure 14 
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Figure 14 RVM cycle with RVM2 

 
 

4.2.2. RVM significance constant 

There’s a slightly mathematical problem with the RNL formula Formula 4 and that’s the unit. 
RTT has seconds as unit and RVM is without unit. This means that when you add RTT and 
RVM to get RNL it will be a unit mismatch. My proposal is to introduce a new constant to the 
formula. This constant can be used to control the significance of the RVM and it will also 
make the mathematical puritans happy. I call the constant “RVM significance constant” with 
the symbol Ψ and the unit seconds. The RNL formula looks like this, after this minor change. 
Formula 5 
 

RVMRTTRNL ∗Ψ+=  
Formula 5 

. 
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4.2.3. Lost advertisements 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show how RVM increase with higher load on FA which also the 
simulation shows. But to get into the nature of RVM Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 must 
be studied. They show how the lost AA peaks in the graph and how this peaks forms the 
major part of the RVM. They occur even at very low loads thus will one lost AA at a less 
loaded FA overtrump the one with a heavier load and, for that time, no lost AAs. This is not 
desirable.  
 

4.2.4. Separate RVM in two parts 

One solution to the lost advertisement problem could be to separate RVM into two parts, one 
for the lost AAs and one for the rest. This makes it possible to use the RVM significance 
constant 4.2.2 to decide what impact a lost AA shall have on the RVM.   
 

4.2.5. Make the Advertisement loss less important 

Another way to reduce the importance of the lost AA is to change the RVM algorithm even 
more. Instead of having a fix maximum value I propose to use a more dynamic one. The new 
max value is based on the current RVM. Let’s say max RVM will be RVM multiplied with a 
factor, for example, two. (This algorithm is used in the Figure 16 and Figure 17.) 
 
 

4.3. Handovers 

Even though this work isn’t about handovers, it’s important to discuss them. And that’s 
because the reason for RNL’s existence is to be a tool to be used for handover decisions. The 
issue is when to make the handover, and for that reason is a policy for handovers needed. This 
policy may or may not use RNL but when it does, it must have some kind of algorithm in 
order to draw benefit from it.  
I will give two examples of handover algorithms, one very simple and one with some artificial 
intelligence. Both are based on the same scenario with two FA’s and three sending mobile 
nodes within each FA’s area. Figure 15. For these examples the change in the RVM algorithm 
4.2.5 has been adopted. 
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Figure 15  Handover example scenario. 

 

4.3.1. Very simple handover algorithm 

 A very simple form is to make the handover whenever a lower RNL from a FA is detected.  
If there’s a big difference in the loads on the FA’s, Figure 16, this algorithm is acceptable. 
In this scenario there are two FA’s where one has the load 3 times 0.3 mbps and the other 3 
time 0.1 mbps. Figure 16 shows 16 handovers in 460 seconds of which 15 of them are 
gratuitous.  
The next scenario has 2 FA's with equal loads, 3 times 0.1 mbps. This leads to “ping pong” 
behaviour with many handovers, more exactly 54 handover over a time of 430 seconds. 
Figure 17   
In the view of the extra overhead that each handover brings, this behaviour isn’t preferable.  
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Figure 16 Theoretical handovers between two FA's with different loads. Based on simple algorithm. 
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Figure 17  Theoretical handovers between equal loaded FA's, based on simple algorithm. 
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4.3.2. Handover algorithm with hysteresis. 

This algorithm uses something that, in automatic control engineering, is called hysteresis. 
Hysteresis makes use of threshold values that has to be exceeded in order to make a change. 
In my example a handover will not take place until the new lower RNL has at most half of the 
value of the old RNL. This should reduce the gratuitous handovers to an acceptable level. My 
example shows the later scenario with two equally loaded FA’s. Figure 18. The result is only 
1 handover in 430 seconds. This is a satisfying result, that makes me state that RNL is usable 
when taking handover decisions. And that’s even if RNL and in particular RVM show some 
shortage, especially considering the rising values when losing advertisement. 
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Figure 18  Handovers using algorithm with hysteresis 

 

4.4. Conclusion 

• This work has verified the RVM simulations in [4] regarding the mean RVMs 
proportionality to the load on the FA. 

• It has shown that, with minor changes in the RVM algorithm, RVM may be a useful 
part in RNL. 

• RTT, the other part of RNL, rises with heavy load on the network. 
• The RNLs adaptation can be used in order to make handover decisions.  
• A well designed handover policy algorithm is necessarily to avoid gratuitous 

handovers.  
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Abbreviations 

 
RTT   Round trip time between the MH and the HA. 
RVM   Running Variance Metric 
RNL   Relative Network Load 
SNR   Signal-to-noise ratio 
HA   Home Agent 
FA   Foreign Agent 
MN   Mobile Node 
WLAN   Wireless local area network 
MIP   Mobile IP 
AA   Agent Advertisement 
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Appendix A 

Traffic generator udpclient60. 

 

Code 
 
 
 
/**************************************************************************
******************************************************************** 
udpclient60.c 
author Örjan Tjernström 
Sends test udp trafic to a host. 
The trafic is shaped i six time slots. The time slots are aprox 1 minute 
long.  
Every time slot sends whith it's own rate. 
If you wan't to change the rates you can change frek in send_function, and 
recompile the code. 
***************************************************************************
*******************************************************************/ 
#include "udpclient.h" 
 
void *send_function(void *port); 
void *recive_function( void *port ); 
void *rate_function(void *argument); 
void dataHandle(long i_sendTimeS, long i_sendTimeMs, long i_middleTimeS, 
long i_middleTimeMs, long i_reciveTimeS, long i_reciveTimeMs, long 
i_count); 
double timeCalc(long i_sec, long i_micSec); 
void printStatistic(); 
long timevalTomicSec(struct timeval *timeptr); 
 
struct timeval tp3; 
char *remoteHost = NULL; 
int threadArg1, threadArg2, threadArg3; 
struct sockaddr_in serverName = { 0 }; 
struct hostent *hostPtr = NULL; 
int remotePort, testFlag; 
long startTime; 
unsigned long frek, count = 0, numberTot, countRec=0, stateCount=0; 
double totalRecived = 0, totalSendTime = 0, totalRecivedTime = 0;  
pthread_mutex_t mutex1 = PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER; 
pthread_t reciveThread, send1Thread, send2Thread, send3Thread, rateThread; 
FILE* printFile; 
int sig; 
sigset_t mask; 
/**************************************************************************
************* 
Takes six arguments (send frekvenc don't care). Makes sure all arguments 
are valid and 
makes desissions and adjustments udepending on the arguments. 
 
 
***************************************************************************
************/ 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
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{ 
 if (7 != argc) //not correct nr of argument 
    { 
        fprintf(printFile, "Usage: %s <serverHost> <serverPort> <send 
frekvenc> <number of packets> <filename> <Testflag>\n", argv[0]); 
        exit(1);   
    } 
 
    remoteHost = argv[1];                   //IPnr 
    remotePort = atoi(argv[2]);             //port 
 frek = atol(argv[3]);                   //time between signals 
 frek = 0; 
 numberTot=atol(argv[4]);                //number of tests with 
diferent bitrate numberTot=10 gives  
      
     //tests with  
 testFlag=atoi(argv[6]); 
 
 if(testFlag!=99) 
 { 
  if(pthread_create(&reciveThread, NULL, 
recive_function, (void*) &remotePort)!=0) 
  { 
   perror("pthread_create()"); 
   exit(1); 
  } 
 } 
 hostPtr = gethostbyname(remoteHost); 
     if (NULL == hostPtr) 
     { 
         hostPtr = gethostbyaddr(remoteHost, strlen(remoteHost), 
AF_INET); 
         if (NULL == hostPtr) 
         { 
          perror("Error resolving server address"); 
          exit(1); 
         } 
     } 
 if(testFlag!=0) 
 { 
  gettimeofday(&tp3, NULL); 
  fprintf(stderr, "Start %lf ", 
timeCalc((long)(tp3.tv_sec), (long)(tp3.tv_usec))); 
  fprintf(stderr, " %ld %ld \n", frek, numberTot); 
 } 
 gettimeofday(&tp3, NULL); 
 startTime=timevalTomicSec(&tp3); 
      
 if(pthread_create(&send1Thread, NULL, send_function, (void*) 
&threadArg1)!=0) 
 { 
  perror("pthread_create()"); 
  exit(1); 
 } 
 if(pthread_create(&rateThread, NULL, rate_function, (void*) 
&threadArg2)!=0) 
 { 
  perror("pthread_create()"); 
  exit(1); 
 } 
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 printFile=fopen(argv[5], "w");          //open file 
        if(printFile==NULL) 
        { 
                perror("Error opening file"); 
                exit(1); 
        } 
      
 
      
  
  
 pthread_join(send1Thread, NULL); 
  
 pthread_cancel(rateThread); 
 if(testFlag!=0) 
 { 
  gettimeofday(&tp3, NULL); 
  fprintf(stderr, "\nStop %lf ", 
timeCalc((long)(tp3.tv_sec), (long)(tp3.tv_usec))); 
 } 
     usleep(999999);                        //TODO change Timerwalue 
and restart timer 
      
     //wait for signal   
 printStatistic();                       //print statistic 
 fclose(printFile); 
       return 0; 
} 
 
 
 
 
/**************************************************************************
************* 
rate_function 
Kontroll the rate and prints it to logfile together with the time 
 
 
***************************************************************************
************/ 
void *rate_function(void *argument) 
{ 
 struct timeval rateTv; 
 unsigned long curPack, oldPack; 
 long rateTime, rateTime2; 
 double tmpPack, tmpTime, rate, desRate; 
 time_t rawTime; 
 struct tm *timeInfo; 
 int secCount=0; 
  
  
  
 while(1) 
 { 
  /****************** 
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  increase stateCount 
  approx every minute 
  ******************/ 
  if(secCount++>=60) 
  { 
   secCount=0; 
   stateCount++; 
   startTime=timevalTomicSec(&rateTv); 
   count=0; 
  } 
 
 desRate=((double)(frek)*(MAX_MESG_SIZE+62)*8)*0.000001; 
  gettimeofday(&rateTv, NULL); 
  rateTime=timevalTomicSec(&rateTv); 
  oldPack=countRec+count; 
  usleep(999999);//1 sec 
  gettimeofday(&rateTv, NULL); 
  rateTime2=timevalTomicSec(&rateTv); 
  curPack=countRec+count; 
  tmpPack=(double)((curPack-
oldPack)*(MAX_MESG_SIZE+62)*8); 
  tmpTime=(double)(rateTime2-rateTime); 
  rate=(tmpPack/tmpTime);//bit rate in Mb 
  fprintf(stderr, "Bit rate %lf Mb\r", rate); 
   
  time(&rawTime); 
  timeInfo=localtime(&rawTime); 
   
  pthread_mutex_lock( &mutex1 ); 
  fprintf(printFile, "time|%ld:%ld:%ld|realRate|%lf 
Mb|desRate|%lf\n", timeInfo->tm_hour, timeInfo->tm_min, timeInfo->tm_sec, 
rate, desRate); 
  
 
  
 
 
  
 pthread_mutex_unlock( &mutex1 ); 
  
 } 
 pthread_exit(argument); 
  
} 
/**************************************************************************
************* 
send_function 
Sends the packets and sets the rate by manualy changing frek 
 
 
***************************************************************************
************/ 
void *send_function(void *argument) 
{ 
 struct timeval tp, tmrTv; 
 long curTime, sleepTime; 
        int clientSocket; 
        char buffer[MAX_MESG_SIZE]=""; 
        testdata load = { 0 }; 
        usleep(0); 
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 clientSocket = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, IPPROTO_UDP); 
     if (-1 == clientSocket) 
     { 
         perror("socket()"); 
         exit(1); 
     } 
     serverName.sin_family = AF_INET; 
     serverName.sin_port = htons(remotePort); 
     (void) memcpy(&serverName.sin_addr, hostPtr->h_addr, hostPtr-
>h_length); 
     tmrTv.tv_sec=tmrTv.tv_usec=0; 
  /*************************** 
  make sure the right rate  
  sends out during its timeslot 
  frek=0 means 0b/s. 
  Test difrent frek to find out 
  what rate they will result. 
  ***************************/ 
     while(stateCount<numberTot) 
     { 
      while((stateCount+5)%6==0) 
   { 
   frek=0;   
   //change here to change bitrate 
       usleep(9999); 
   } 
      while((stateCount+3)%6==0) 
   { 
   frek=0;   
   //change here to change bitrate 
       usleep(9999); 
   } 
      while((stateCount+1)%6==0) 
   { 
   frek=0;   
   //change here to change bitrate 
       usleep(9999); 
   } 
      if((stateCount%6)==0) 
   { 
       frek=67;   
 //change here to change bitrate 
   } 
      if(((stateCount+2)%6)==0) 
   { 
       frek=44;   
 //change here to change bitrate 
   } 
      if(((stateCount+4)%6)==0) 
   { 
       frek=22;   
 //change here to change bitrate 
   } 
       
       
  pthread_mutex_lock(&mutex1); 
  count ++; 
  memset(buffer, '*', sizeof(buffer)); 
  gettimeofday(&tp, NULL); 
  curTime=timevalTomicSec(&tp); 
  if(frek<=0) frek=1; 
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  sleepTime=startTime-
curTime+(count)*(1000000L/(frek)); 
   
  //fprintf(stderr, "%ld   ", sleepTime); 
  load.d_count=count; 
  pthread_mutex_unlock(&mutex1); 
  //usleep(100000); 
  if(sleepTime>=0) 
  { 
   tmrTv.tv_sec=0; 
   tmrTv.tv_usec=sleepTime; 
    
   if(select(0, NULL, NULL, NULL, &tmrTv) != 
0) exit(1); 
  } 
  if(testFlag!=66) 
  { 
   pthread_mutex_lock( &mutex1 ); 
   
   
   gettimeofday(&tp, NULL); 
 
   
   load.d_sendval=tp; 
   
        memcpy( buffer, &load, sizeof(load)); 
 
 
   if (sendto(clientSocket, buffer, 
sizeof(buffer), 0, (struct sockaddr*) &serverName, sizeof(serverName))==-1) 
   { 
    perror("Error sendto()\n"); 
    exit(1); 
   } 
   pthread_mutex_unlock( &mutex1 ); 
  } 
 } 
 close(clientSocket); 
 pthread_exit(argument); 
} 
/**************************************************************************
************* 
recive_function 
Recives the packages 
 
***************************************************************************
************/ 
 
void *recive_function(void *port) 
{ 
 testdata rLoad = { 0 }, r2Load = { 0 }; 
 char mesg[MAX_MESG_SIZE] = ""; 
 struct timeval rTp; 
 struct sockaddr_in reciveName = { 0 }; 
 struct sockaddr_in rclientName = { 0 }; 
 int reciveSocket, recStatus, rclientLength, size; 
 int recivePort=remotePort+1;//*(int*)(port)++; 
 reciveSocket = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, IPPROTO_UDP); 
    if (-1 == reciveSocket) 
    { 
        perror("socket()"); 
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        exit(1); 
    } 
 
 
 memset(&reciveName, 0, sizeof(reciveName)); 
 memset(&rclientName, 0, sizeof(rclientName)); 
 
 
    reciveName.sin_family = AF_INET; 
    reciveName.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY); 
    reciveName.sin_port = htons(recivePort); 
 
 
 
 
 recStatus = bind(reciveSocket, (struct sockaddr *) 
  &reciveName, sizeof(reciveName)); 
    if (-1 == recStatus) 
    { 
        perror("bind()"); 
        exit(1); 
    } 
 
  while(1) 
    { 
 
        size = recvfrom(reciveSocket, mesg, MAX_MESG_SIZE, 0, (struct 
sockaddr *) &rclientName, &rclientLength); 
 gettimeofday(&rTp, NULL); 
 totalRecived++; 
 
        if (size == -1) 
        { 
            perror("recvfrom()"); 
            exit(1); 
        } 
        countRec++; 
  memcpy(&rLoad, mesg, sizeof(rLoad)); 
                memcpy(&r2Load, mesg+sizeof(r2Load), sizeof(r2Load)); 
 
  dataHandle((long)(rLoad.d_sendval.tv_sec), 
(long)(rLoad.d_sendval.tv_usec),(long)(r2Load.d_sendval.tv_sec), 
   (long)(r2Load.d_sendval.tv_usec), 
(long)(rTp.tv_sec), (long)(rTp.tv_usec), rLoad.d_count); 
   } 
 
 
} 
/**************************************************************************
************* 
dataHandle 
Calculate RTT and other times 
 
***************************************************************************
************/ 
void dataHandle(long i_sendTimeS, long i_sendTimeMs, long i_middleTimeS, 
long i_middleTimeMs, long i_reciveTimeS, long i_reciveTimeMs, long i_count) 
{ 
 double sTime, rTime, totTime; 
 
 pthread_mutex_lock( &mutex1 ); 
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 fprintf(printFile, "%ld ", i_count); 
 sTime=timeCalc(i_middleTimeS, i_middleTimeMs)-
timeCalc(i_sendTimeS, i_sendTimeMs); 
 
 fprintf(printFile, "%lf ", sTime); 
 
 
 rTime=timeCalc(i_reciveTimeS, i_reciveTimeMs)-
timeCalc(i_middleTimeS, i_middleTimeMs); 
 fprintf(printFile, "%lf ", rTime); 
 totTime=sTime+rTime; 
 fprintf(printFile, "%lf \n", totTime); 
 pthread_mutex_unlock( &mutex1 ); 
 totalSendTime+=sTime; 
 //fprintf(printFile, "totsend %lf \n", totalSendTime); 
 totalRecivedTime+=rTime; 
} 
/**************************************************************************
************* 
returns a floating value in seconds 
para 1 secods as long value 
para 2 microsecond 
 
 
***************************************************************************
************/ 
double timeCalc(long i_sec, long i_micSec) 
{ 
 return i_sec+(((double)(i_micSec))/1000000); 
} 
/**************************************************************************
************* 
timevalTomicSec takes a timeval struct and return the value in microseconds 
 
 
***************************************************************************
************/ 
long timevalTomicSec(struct timeval *timeptr) 
{ 
 struct timeval temp; 
 temp=* timeptr; 
 long i_timeS, i_timeUs; 
 i_timeS=(long)(temp.tv_sec); 
 i_timeUs=(long)(temp.tv_usec); 
 return i_timeS*1000000+i_timeUs; 
} 
/**************************************************************************
************* 
Prints statistics over send and recived packages. RTT  
 
 
***************************************************************************
************/ 
void printStatistic() 
{ 
 pthread_mutex_lock( &mutex1 ); 
  
 fprintf(printFile, "number of send %ld\n)", count); 
 fprintf(printFile, "number of recived %lf\n)", totalRecived); 
 if(count!=0) 
 { 
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  fprintf(printFile, "%lf procent\n", 
(double)(100*totalRecived/count));  
 } 
 if(totalRecived != 0)    
 //Prints statistics to file 2if any packages recived 
   
 { 
   
  fprintf(printFile, "medel sändtid %lf\n", 
(double)(totalSendTime/totalRecived)); 
  fprintf(printFile, "medel motagtid %lf\n", 
(double)(totalRecivedTime/totalRecived)); 
  fprintf(printFile, "medel totaltid %lf\n", 
(double)((totalSendTime+totalRecivedTime)/totalRecived)); 
 } 
 fprintf(stderr, "\nnumber of send %ld\n)", count); 
 fprintf(stderr, "number of recived %lf\n)", totalRecived); 
 if(count!=0) 
 { 
  fprintf(stderr, "%lf procent\n", 
(double)(100*totalRecived/count));  
 } 
 if(totalRecived != 0)    
 //Prints statistics if any pacages recived 
 { 
   
  fprintf(stderr, "medel sändtid %lf\n", 
(double)(totalSendTime/totalRecived)); 
  fprintf(stderr, "medel motagtid %lf\n", 
(double)(totalRecivedTime/totalRecived)); 
  fprintf(stderr, "medel totaltid %lf\n", 
(double)((totalSendTime+totalRecivedTime)/totalRecived)); 
 } 
 pthread_mutex_unlock( &mutex1 ); 
  
} 
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Appendix B 

Bit rate control script gtime. 

 

 

Code 
 
 
#! /usr/bin/perl -w 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
use Fcntl; 
$|=1; 
my $e=$ARGV[0]; 
my $startmin=$ARGV[1]; 
my $dmin=$startmin%60; 
my $starthou=($startmin-$dmin)/60; 
$startmin=$dmin; 
 
my ($s, $m, $h, $d, $mo, $y, $wd, $doy, $ldst); 
$dmin=$m; 
my $dhou=$h; 
($s, $m, $h, $d, $mo, $y, $wd, $doy, $ldst)=localtime(time); 
print"$h-$m-$s\n"; 
my $rate; 
$rate=`iwconfig eth0 | grep Rate | cut -f1 -dM | cut -b20-22`;#eth1 
chomp($rate); 
print"$rate\n"; 
open (TESTLOCKF, '>>', "$e"); 
$dhou+=$starthou; 
$dmin+=$startmin; 
my $co=($starthou*60)+$startmin+$h*60+$m+1; 
print"$startmin\n"; 
print"$co\n"; 
while($co>($h*60+$m)) 
{ 
  $rate=`iwconfig eth0 | grep Rate | cut -f1 -dM | cut -b20-22`;#eth1 
  ($s, $m, $h, $d, $mo, $y, $wd, $doy, $ldst)=localtime(time); 
  print TESTLOCKF "time|", "$h:$m:$s", "|Rate|", "$rate"; 
  sleep(1); 
   
} 
print"Finished\n"; 
close TESTLOCKF; 
my $child=fork(); 
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Appendix C 

Shell script pnutudpclient. 

 
Starts gtime and udpclient60. May be configured by pnutnetgen.conf. 
 
 

Code 
 
#!/bin/sh 
 
if [ -n "$1" ]; then 
 mode="$1" 
 #fileext="$2" 
 
 source pnutnetgen.conf 
 tempcount="0" 
 count="0" 
 if [ -n "$2" ]; then 
  echo "11" 
  if [ "$2" = "d" ]; then 
   echo "ip $ip" 
  else 
   ip="$2" 
   echo "$ip" 
  fi 
 fi 
 
 if [ -n "$3" ]; then 
  if [ "$3" = "d" ]; then 
   echo "port $port" 
  else 
   port="$3" 
  fi 
 fi 
 
 if [ -n "$4" ]; then 
 
  if [ "$4" = "d" ]; then 
   echo "delay $delay" 
  else 
   delay="$4" 
  fi 
 fi 
 
 if [ -n "$5" ]; then 
 
  if [ "$5" = "d" ]; then 
   echo "numberof $numberof" 
  else 
   numberof="$5" 
  fi 
 fi 
 
 if [ -n "$6" ]; then 
  filebase="$6" 
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 fi 
 filename="$filebase.$count" 
 filename2="$filebase""iw.""$count" 
 case "$mode" in 
  "c") 
   echo "c" 
   #ntpdate 130.240.136.1 
   while [ -f "$filename" ]; do 
    tempcount=`expr $count + 1` 
    #  echo "$tempcount" 
    count="$tempcount" 
    filename="$filebase.$count" 
    filename2="$filebase""iw.""$count" 
   done 
   echo "$filename" 
   echo "$filename2" 
   #./pnutudpclient "$ip" "$port" "$delay" "$numberof" "$filename" 99& 
   #tempport="$port" 
   #port=`expr $tempport + 2` 
   #tempcount=`expr $count + 1` 
   #count="$tempcount" 
   #filename="$filebase.$count" 
#echo "$testflag" 
   ./gtime "$filename2"& 
   ./pnutudpclient "$ip" "$port" "$delay" "$numberof" "$filename" 
"$testflag" ;; 
  "s") 
   echo "s" 
   #ntpdate 130.240.136.1 
   ./udpsock "$port" ;; 
  "-h") 
   echo "./pnutnetgen <mode> <ip> <port> <delay> <nof> <filebase>" 
   echo "mode required, 'c'=client 's'=server '-h'=view this text" 
   echo "ip, destination address" 
   echo "port" 
   echo "delay, time between package in ns" 
   echo "nof, number of packages" 
   echo "filebase, the name of your logfile. This script will number the 
file" 
   echo "default values is found in pnutnetgen.conf" 
   echo "If you want to change a value or two, type d for default values 
and change the one you want" 
   echo "example" 
   echo "./pnutnetgen c  will start client with default values" 
   echo "./pnutnetgen c d 1050 d 1000  will start client with default 
values except port and nof" 
 esac 
 else 
  echo "udpgen <s/c>(required)" 
fi 
 
 
 

pnutnetgen.conf 

 

Code 

 
#!/bin/sh 
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#logfile 
filebase="udpgeneratelog/udpgeneratelog" 
 
#destination ip address 
ip="130.240.136.250" 
 
#port number 
port="1024" 
 
#number of packages per second 
delay="50" 
 
#number of packages 
numberof="10" 
 
#payload for udp 
size="1024" 
 
#testflag  
testflag="1" 
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Appendix D 

Different script to generate readable results. 

 

Script logwrite03 

 

Code 

 
#! /usr/bin/perl -w 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
use Fcntl; 
$|=1; 
#in para file ext 
my $file1=$ARGV[0]; 
my($flag1, $flag2, $str1, $str2, $val1, $val2); 
 
open (FILE1, '<', "udpgeneratelog.$file1"); 
open (FILE2, '<', "rvmrtt.$file1"); 
open (OUT, '>', "logres.$file1"); 
my ($rowstr, $timestr, $ratestr); 
for(my $i=0; $i<3; $i++) 
{ 
  $rowstr=<FILE1>; 
} 
 
 
 
while(1) 
{ 
  $timestr=gettime($rowstr); #get time stamp from udpgenetatelog 
  $ratestr=getrate($rowstr); #get rate from udpgenetatelog 
 
   
  findrow($timestr); 
   
   
  find_next_rate($ratestr); 
   
} 
 
sub find_next_rate #return str 
{ 
   my $myrate=$_[0]; 
   
   $rowstr=<FILE1>; 
   my $grrr=getrate($rowstr); 
    
   while((getrate($rowstr)==$myrate) && $rowstr) 
   { 
     $rowstr=<FILE1>; 
   } 
   if(!$rowstr) 
   { 
     while($rowstr=<FILE2>) 
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     { 
       print OUT $rowstr; 
     } 
     print "XX\n"; 
     the_end(); 
   } 
    
} 
sub the_end 
{ 
  close FILE1; 
  close FILE2; 
  close OUT; 
  exit(); 
} 
sub sec_calc#string in value in sec out 
{ 
  my $str=$_[0]; 
   
  my $pos0=index($str,":"); 
  my $ssth=substr($str, 0, $pos0);  
  my $pos1=index($str,":",$pos0+1); 
  my $sstm=substr($str, $pos0+1, $pos1-1-$pos0); 
  my $ssts=substr($str, $pos1+1); 
   
   
  
   
  my $tot=$ssth*3600+$sstm*60+$ssts; 
 
   
  return $tot; 
} 
sub gettime #string in string out h:m:c 
{ 
  my $str=$_[0]; 
  my $pos0=index($str,"time"); 
  my $pos1=index($str,"|",$pos0); 
  my $pos2=index($str,"|",$pos1+1); 
  my $ssth=substr($str, $pos1+1, $pos2-1-$pos1); 
  return $ssth; 
} 
sub getrate #string in real rate out 
{ 
  my $str=$_[0]; 
  my $pos0=index($str,"realRate"); 
  my $pos1=index($str,"|",$pos0); 
 
  my $pos2=index($str,"M",$pos1); 
 
  my $ssth=substr($str, $pos1+1, $pos2-2-$pos1); 
 
 
 
  if($ssth>0.07 && $ssth<0.13) 
  { 
    return 0.1; 
  } 
  if($ssth>0.17 && $ssth<0.23) 
  { 
    return 0.2; 
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  } 
  if($ssth>0.27 && $ssth<0.33) 
  { 
    return 0.3; 
  } 
  if($ssth<0.01) 
  { 
    return 0.0; 
  } 
} 
sub findrow #time and rate in, write row before time to file then write 
rate exit if file rvm reached end 
{ 
  my $str=$_[0]; 
   
   
   
  my $row=<FILE2>; 
   
  my $time=gettime($row); 
   
  my $bla; 
  my $bla1=sec_calc($str); 
  my $bla2=sec_calc($time); 
   
  while(sec_calc($str)>sec_calc($time)) 
  { 
$bla2=sec_calc($time); 
   
   
    print OUT "$row"; 
    $time=gettime($row); 
    $bla++; 
   
     
   
    if(!($row=<FILE2>)) 
    { 
 
      print "YY\n"; 
      the_end(); 
    } 
  } 
   
  print OUT "$ratestr\n"; 
} 
 
 
 

Script logwrite203 

 

Code 

 
#! /usr/bin/perl -w 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
use Fcntl; 
$|=1; 
my $file1=$ARGV[0]; 
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my($row, $pos1, $pos2, $pos3, $rvm, $rate, $tmp, $tmp2, $tmp3); 
 
open (FILE1, '<', "logres.$file1"); 
open (OUT0, '>', "logrvm0.$file1"); 
open (OUT1, '>', "logrvm1.$file1"); 
open (OUT2, '>', "logrvm2.$file1"); 
open (OUT4, '>', "logrvm3.$file1"); 
 
 
#while(substr(($row=<FILE1>), 0, 1)!=0) 
while(length(($row=<FILE1>))>5) 
{} 
 
while(1) 
{ 
  if("$row"==0) 
  { 
    $rate="0,0"; 
    print OUT0 "\n"; 
    #while(substr(($row=<FILE1>), 0, 1)!=0) 
    while(length(($row=<FILE1>))>5) 
    { 
      #if($row==eof) 
      if(eof(FILE1)) 
      { 
        the_end(); 
      } 
      $pos1=index($row, "rvm", 0); 
      $pos2=index($row, ":", $pos1); 
      $pos3=index($row,"\|", $pos1); 
      $tmp=substr($row, $pos2+1, $pos3-1-$pos2); 
      $pos1=index($tmp, "\.", 0); 
      $tmp2=substr($tmp, 0, $pos1); 
      $tmp3=substr($tmp, $pos1+1); 
      $rvm="$tmp2,$tmp3";  
       
      print OUT0 "$rate\t", "$rvm\n"; 
       
    } 
  } 
  if("$row"==0.1) 
  { 
    $rate="0,1"; 
    print OUT1 "\n"; 
    #while(substr(($row=<FILE1>), 0, 1)!=0) 
    while(length(($row=<FILE1>))>5) 
    { 
      #if($row==eof) 
      if(eof(FILE1)) 
      { 
        the_end(); 
      } 
      $pos1=index($row, "rvm", 0); 
      $pos2=index($row, ":", $pos1); 
      $pos3=index($row,"\|", $pos1); 
      $tmp=substr($row, $pos2+1, $pos3-1-$pos2); 
      $pos1=index($tmp, "\.", 0); 
      $tmp2=substr($tmp, 0, $pos1); 
      $tmp3=substr($tmp, $pos1+1); 
      $rvm="$tmp2,$tmp3";  
      $rvm=substr($row, $pos2+1, $pos3-1-$pos2); 
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      print OUT1 "$rate\t", "$rvm\n"; 
    } 
  } 
  if("$row"==0.2) 
  { 
    $rate="0,2"; 
    print OUT2 "\n"; 
    #while(substr(($row=<FILE1>), 0, 1)!=0) 
    while(length(($row=<FILE1>))>5) 
    { 
      #if($row==eof) 
      if(eof(FILE1)) 
      { 
        the_end(); 
      } 
      $pos1=index($row, "rvm", 0); 
      $pos2=index($row, ":", $pos1); 
      $pos3=index($row,"\|", $pos1); 
      $tmp=substr($row, $pos2+1, $pos3-1-$pos2); 
      $pos1=index($tmp, "\.", 0); 
      $tmp2=substr($tmp, 0, $pos1); 
      $tmp3=substr($tmp, $pos1+1); 
      $rvm="$tmp2,$tmp3";  
      $rvm=substr($row, $pos2+1, $pos3-1-$pos2); 
      print OUT2 "$rate\t", "$rvm\n"; 
    } 
  } 
  if("$row"==0.3) 
  { 
    $rate="0,3"; 
    print OUT4 "\n"; 
    #while(substr(($row=<FILE1>), 0, 1)!=0) 
 
    while(length(($row=<FILE1>))>5) 
    { 
      #if($row==eof) 
      if(eof(FILE1)) 
      { 
        the_end(); 
      } 
      $pos1=index($row, "rvm", 0); 
      $pos2=index($row, ":", $pos1); 
      $pos3=index($row,"\|", $pos1); 
      $tmp=substr($row, $pos2+1, $pos3-1-$pos2); 
      $pos1=index($tmp, "\.", 0); 
      $tmp2=substr($tmp, 0, $pos1); 
      $tmp3=substr($tmp, $pos1+1); 
      $rvm="$tmp2,$tmp3";  
      $rvm=substr($row, $pos2+1, $pos3-1-$pos2); 
      print OUT4 "$rate\t", "$rvm\n"; 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
sub the_end 
{ 
  close FILE1; 
   
  close OUT0; 
  close OUT1; 
  close OUT2; 
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  close OUT4; 
  exit(); 
} 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Flowchart over log files using logwrite03 and logwrite203. 
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